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1 of 1 review helpful Wow God is always watching over us By R Miner Amazing book To read the watchman s tale as 
told to the children about a boy growing up and the evil forces trying to kill him reminds us as to what may be going 
on around us every day We see God s hand in his life at all times protecting him as he does us What a great story Can t 
wait for the next book in the series Have you ever wondered why you suddenly turn left instead of right Would you 
like to know what would ve happened if you did go the way you intended Turning right would have put you in the 
path of the runaway cement truck that struck two cars instead of three Turning to answer your friend kept you from 
stepping out in front of that bus you didn t see Mercy happens to us all even when we don t even know what it is This 
is what the Watchman is teaching the children of 
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